
PM1  Vingåkerssnurren 2012-10-20 

 
 
SMK Vingåker welcomes you to the auto navigation Vingåkerssnurren on Saturday  
Oct 20 2012 

 
Registration and scrutineering are done at the starting point. Please do the 
scrutineering before you register, latest 1 hour before your starting time. 

 
Start numbers are placed on the right rear wind shields. 

 
Trailer parking will be possible at the starting point. Look for signs. 

 
Registration and scrutineering are open between 14:15-16:30. 
 

Participant meeting at 14:00. 
 

First start 16:00 (starting order: SM, NEZ, Övriga). “Floating starting time” with 2 min 
between each competitor. Be ready to start 10 min before your assigned starting time. 
 

Total 8 navigation routes, length navigation routers: 73,7 km. Length transport: 89,8 
km. 

 
Max delay time = 180 min. 
 

The competitor is bound to check that the right numbers of pages are received at Time 
Controls (TK). Protest will not be approved after you have left the TK. 

 
SportIdent will be used for timing. Lost stick under competition will lead to 
disqualifying. Sticks are borrowed from organizer during the race. If a competitor loses 

the SportIdent stick he/she will be charged with 400 SEK. 
 

30 km/h signs put up by the organizer is valid for 100 m. 
 
The transport routes have a maximum time only and you are allowed to enter the Time 

Control more than 10 minutes before ideal time without getting any penalty points. 
 

Gas stations are found in Vingåker OKQ8, Q-Star and Statoil. (last two by card or cash) 
  
Arrival time at Time Control = departure time if Time Control is unmanaged. Stage 

after unmanaged Time Control can be transport or navigation stage. 
 

Arrows (to follow for a short distance) can occur on the route without noticed in the 
navigation information. 
 

Minor changes in the sketches may occur sense last revision. 
 

Stop signs posted by the organizer must be respected. 
 

Route supervisor and ”pre-rider”, Folke Ringberg, Nybro AC. 
 
Food, hot dogs, sandwiches, coffee, is available at the start location. 

 
Phones the day of the race: Ulf Andersson, +46 70 572 39 72. Peter Kihlstenius +46 

761 466 685. PL +46 70 320 57 43. 


